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Executive Summary
Conventional suburban development has created car-oriented, socially isolating and
environmentally unsustainable places. Transforming them into livable, accessible, and
sustainable places is a critical challenge facing Canadian cities. Professionals and academics from
various fields, including planning, are collaborating to develop methods to address the
challenges posed by conventional suburbs. As a result, there exists a growing body of literature
that discusses methods for retrofitting the built environment into more sustainable places.
The objective of this report was to analyze the redevelopment, or retrofit, potential of three
study areas in Hamilton, Ontario: University Plaza, Lime Ridge Mall, and Eastgate Square.
Specifically, the report aimed to determine which study area has the greatest potential for
successful retrofitting. These study areas are ideal for retrofitting as they are all suburban
commercial centres that possess problems typically addressed through retrofits including: large
and underutilized parking lots; poor connectivity; and, lack of land use diversity.
Method
Determining the retrofit potential of each site was accomplished using Geographic Information
Systems (GIS). GIS allowed for a quantitative assessment of various physical criteria of the built
environment at the commercial centres and the surrounding area.
The concept of “urban tissues” was used to categorize and analyze physical patterns in lots,
buildings, and streets. All lots were categorized into one of three urban tissue types: campus,
elastic, or static. Campus tissues are large tracts of land which are developed to contain several
buildings on a single property such as hospitals, university campuses, and shopping complexes.
They possess the maximum potential for change. Elastic tissues typically contain a single
building per lot, are variable in size, and often have higher diversity and turnover in uses.
Examples include strip malls and industrial lands. They possess a moderate potential for change.
Static tissues are designed for single family homes. They have a rigid network of relatively small
and identically sized lots. Static tissues have the least potential for change.
A two-pronged scoring system was used to compare sites. The urban tissue characteristics at
each site were used to calculate a Retrofitability Score which is designed to objectively compare
iii

sites. A higher score indicates a greater potential for retrofit. The Retrofitability Score was
supplemented by a strengths and weaknesses assessment of each site which examined other
aspects of the physical environmental including: street centreline length, intersection density,
accessibility, diversity, gross residential density, and parking.
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Table A-1: Summary of findings.

Figure A-1: Urban tissue analysis. From left to right: University Plaza, Lime Ridge Mall, and Eastgate Square.

Recommendations
Based on the Retrofitability Score, the strengths and weaknesses assessment and precedents in
the literature, recommended interventions were identified for each site.
Recommendations for University Plaza
 Recommendation #1: Consider University Plaza as a site for future redevelopment.
 Recommendation #2: Change the zoning of University Plaza from “Arterial
Commercial” to “Mixed Use – High Density.”
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Recommendations for Lime Ridge Mall
 Recommendation #1: Intensify and retrofit surface parking spaces at Lime Ridge Mall.
 Recommendation #2: Improve connectivity by introducing new streets and intersections.
Recommendations for Eastgate Square
 Recommendation #1: Prioritize Eastgate Square and the surrounding area as areas for
long term and large scale retrofitting.
 Recommendation #2: Redevelop parking lots at Eastgate Square and surrounding sites.
Recommendations for all sites
 Recommendation #1: Secure commitments for LRT extensions to promote transitoriented development
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1.0 Introduction
The majority of contemporary suburban development (CSD) in North America has been
decried as wasteful, unsustainable, and a cause of poor quality of life (Duany, Plater-Zyberk &
Speck, 2000; Frumkin, 2002; Burchell, 2005). In spite of strong criticism from various fields
including planning, architecture, and public health, large amounts of land continue to be
consumed by this form of development. While CSD is more commonly associated with the
United States, it is also a prolific issue in Canada where the suburbs are home for a majority of
the population (Gordon & Janzen, 2013). The problems associated with CSD thus represent a
major challenge for Canadian planners and municipalities.
The challenges posed by CSD can be addressed in two ways: ensuring future development
conforms to improved standards and retrofitting the existing build environment (also known as
sprawl repair) (Willmer, 2006). This report focuses on the latter. It assesses existing suburban
commercial centres and the areas surrounding them to inform recommendations for retrofitting
them into more pedestrian-friendly, diverse, and sustainable places.

1.1 Research Question
This report focuses on sprawl repair in the context of three suburban commercial centres in
Hamilton, Ontario: University Plaza, Lime Ridge Mall, and Eastgate Square. It employs a
method designed to assess and compare the retrofit, or sprawl repair, potential of multiple
locations. Specifically, it aims to answer the question: which of the three suburban commercial
centres has the greatest potential for successful sprawl repair interventions?
The research question is answered by a quantitative analysis of the physical environment at each
commercial centre using Geographic Information Systems (GIS). The concept of urban tissues
(see section 3.1.1) is employed to create a Retrofitability Score for each site. The site with the
highest potential is that which obtains the highest Retrofitability Score.

1.2 Scope of Work
Geographically, this report focuses on three commercial centres (Eastgate Square, Lime Ridge
Mall and University Plaza) in Hamilton, Ontario and the area 800 m surrounding them (the
reason for the 800 m radius is explained in section 3.3). These sites are evaluated in terms of
1

their physical characteristics and how that relates to their potential for sprawl repair. Generally
speaking, there are five major areas that need to be considered to plan and implement a sprawl
repair project: physical environment, policy environment, market conditions, development costs,
and property ownership (Tachieva, 2010; Dunham-Jones & Williamson, 2009). This report will
focus on analysis of the physical environment and make recommendations for both the physical
and policy environments. There will be no analysis of economic feasibility, market conditions, or
issues surrounding fragmented land ownership.

1.3 Why Suburban Commercial Centres?
Suburban commercial centres are a popular target for retrofits. Christensen (2008) and DunhamJones (2009) provide several reasons for this. Suburban commercial centres have one owner or
ownership group which makes negotiations simpler. A single commercial centre is typically large
enough for a large-scale redevelopment project. Commercial centres often possess excess
parking which can be redeveloped without any demolition. Sites will often be connected to a
city’s transit network and will be situated close to existing residential communities, which
improves the site’s connectivity and redevelopment potential. Redevelopment of commercial
centres suffering from economic decline, also referred to as greyfields, is typically supported by
local residents and municipal officials. These characteristics, combined with increasing numbers
of dead or dying malls and big box stores, make commercial centres an appealing target for
retrofits.

1.4 Sustainability
The concept of sustainability has taken on diverse meanings in recent years. This report adopts
the three pillar definition of sustainability used by many organizations, including the United
Nations and Environment Canada (United Nations, n.d.; Environment Canada, 2010). Under
this definition, sustainability consists of three pillars: social, economic, and environmental. These
concepts can be readily applied to suburban development. Social sustainability could include
creating environments that reduce social isolation and are conducive to interaction. In terms of
economics, a sustainable suburb could include affordability in construction and maintenance,
both for the municipality and residents. Environmentally, a sustainable suburb would, among
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other things, minimize its negative effects on the natural environment through efficient use of
space, stormwater management, and protection of biodiversity.

1.5 Sprawl Repair
This report relies heavily on the concept of sprawl repair for its analysis and recommendations.
Sprawl repair comprises a range of strategies that aim to intensify, connect, and diversify existing
developments by retrofitting the urban environment into a more sustainable place (Tachieva,
2010; Dunham-Jones & Williamson, 2009). Many of these strategies are policy-focused. They
could include amending zoning by-laws, urban design guidelines, official plans, secondary plans,
and other municipal policies. Sprawl repair strategies could include incentives in the form of tax
breaks or small grants to stimulate the desired kind of development. Interventions can also be
more “hands on” through targeted investment into the public realm e.g. retrofitting streets to
accommodate all users, such as pedestrians, cyclists, and individuals with limited mobility. These
strategies may be combined in various ways. For example, a municipality could purchase lots on
adjacent culs-de-sac, demolish the buildings, and connect the culs-de-sac to complete the street
grid and create additional residential lots along the new street. Ultimately, sprawl repair attempts
to insert needed elements – buildings, density, public space, additional connections – to
complete and diversify areas of suburban sprawl such as residential subdivisions, office parks,
and malls (Tachieva, 2010; Dunham-Jones & Williamson, 2009).

3

2.0 Context
This chapter provides a brief description of Hamilton, each study site, and why they are ideal
locations for performing this research.

2.1 Hamilton
The City of Hamilton was chosen as it possesses an ideal environment for sprawl repair
interventions. Outside of the urban core, and especially in new suburban developments,
Hamilton exhibits many of the classic signs and symptoms of urban sprawl such as low housing
density, strictly separated land uses, and strong car dependence (McGreal, 2006). It also
possesses a number of struggling malls which are being slowly displaced by large format retail
development (power centres). To combat these issues, the City of Hamilton’s Official Plan
contains policies supporting residential intensification and the creation of diverse, pedestrianoriented neighbourhoods (City of Hamilton, 2013b; City of Hamilton, n.d.). In addition,
Hamilton is covered by the provincial government’s Growth Plan for the Greater Golden
Horseshoe. The plan identifies urban sprawl as a key challenge and it envisages intensification of
existing built-up areas, focusing on urban growth centres, intensification corridors, major transit
station areas, brownfields, and greyfields (Government of Ontario, 2006).
2.1.1 Key facts

Hamilton is a large municipality
located in southern Ontario, adjacent
to the Greater Toronto Area (GTA).
The city borders on Lake Ontario
and boasts an extensive waterfront as
well

as

the

largest

commercial

Canadian port on the Great Lakes
(Hamilton Port Authority, 2012). It’s
situated mid-way between Toronto
and

the

Canada-USA

border.

Geographically, the city is divided by
the Niagara Escarpment which runs Figure 2-1: Hamilton's proximity to Toronto and the United States border
(Google Earth, 2015).
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east-west through the city and separates the city into upper (south) and lower (north) parts.
Stoney Creek lies on the eastern side of the side while Ancaster and Dundas are located on the
west, all of which are former municipalities that were amalgamated with Hamilton in 2001. As of
2011, the city’s population is 519,949 (Statistics Canada, 2011).
Hamilton has historically been known for its large manufacturing sector and steel production.
While both steel production and manufacturing have been on a decline, a push towards
economic diversification has resulted in a growing technology and healthcare sector
(Cunningham, 2010). McMaster University, a continually growing economic driver in the city,
provides substantial employment. Hamilton’s downtown, the subject of much controversy in the
city, has been slowly undergoing economic revitalization. (Cunningham, 2010)

2.2 Study Sites
This report examines three study sites: University Plaza, Lime Ridge Mall, and Eastgate Square
(see Figure 2-2). They were selected for their physical characteristics, data availability, and size.
All of the study sites possess built forms typical of suburban commercial centres that are
targeted by sprawl repair interventions: University Plaza is an open air commercial centre while
Eastgate Square and Limeridge Mall are both enclosed malls. This allows for similar analysis
techniques and recommendations to those found in the literature. Sites were also chosen based
on whether accurate data was available to the researcher, a factor which excluded many potential
sites. Of the remaining sites, the three with the largest total area were chosen as larger sites offer
more flexibility in designing interventions. Table 2-1 summarizes key characteristics of each site.
University Plaza

Lime Ridge Mall

Eastgate Square

Construction date

Prior to 1965

1981

1973

Total area

7.6 ha

25.1 ha

17.6 ha

Retail area

136,660 sq. ft.

815,000 sq. ft.

507,199 sq. ft.

Zoning

Arterial Commercial

Mixed Use – High
Density

Mixed Use – High
Density

Distance to
downtown

5.7 km

6.7 km

10.2 km

Built form

Open air commercial
centre

Enclosed mall

Enclosed mall

Table 2-1: Key characteristics of study sites.
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Figure 2-2: Locations of the study sites (Bing Maps, 2015).

2.2.1 University Plaza

University Plaza is located in Dundas,
a formerly independent town which
was amalgamated with Hamilton in
2001. It is situated on Osler Drive, a
major arterial road (City of Hamilton,
2013b).

As

its

name

suggests,

McMaster University is relatively close
(1.8 km), making it accessible to some
students living off campus. The
surrounding area consists of green Figure 2-3: University Plaza (photo taken by author on October 12,
space to the south and mostly single 2014).
detached homes to the north and west. To the east, as well as immediately surrounding the site,
there are a number of multi-unit residential buildings. The east also contains undevelopable land
in the form of hydro corridors and steep slopes. In addition to being serviced by several local
bus routes, University Plaza is also connected to the Hamilton-Brantford Rail Trail, a multi-use
interurban recreational trail which allows Hamilton residents to arrive by bicycle. While it was
6

initially considered as a potential terminus for the incoming light rail transit (LRT) line, recent
plans show McMaster University as the end point (Van Dongen, 2015). The Dundas Valley
Conservation Area, located directly adjacent to the south of the site, occupies a large area and
limits development. With a total area of 7.6 hectares and 136,660 square feet of retail floor area,
University Plaza is the smallest of all the study sites (Riocan, 2015). In contrast to the other two
study sites, it is an open air commercial plaza. The center of the site consists entirely of parking
while the stores are located along the perimeter. The site is designated “Arterial Commercial” in
schedule E-1 of the Official Plan which means any redevelopment including non-commercial
uses would require amendments (City of Hamilton, 2013b).
2.2.2 Lime Ridge Mall

Since its construction in 1981, Lime Ridge
Mall has been among the most important
commercial centres in Hamilton (Bentall
Kennedy, 2015). It is located in the upper
part of the city, also known as the
Mountain.

The

nearby

Lincoln

M.

Alexander Parkway provides easy access
to the site by car for most Hamilton
residents. A local bus terminal, serviced by Figure 2-4: Main entrance to Lime Ridge Mall (photo taken by
4 routes, provides access by public transit. author on October 12, 2014).
While the incoming LRT line will not
extend to Lime Ridge Mall, it is likely the
second line will reach it when constructed
(City of Hamilton, 2013a). The mall is
situated on Upper Wentworth Street along
with smaller strip malls, big box stores, and
commercial

offices.

Off

of

Upper

Wentworth Street, the surrounding area
mostly

consists

of

single

detached

Figure 2-5: Lime Ridge Mall from Upper Wentworth Street (photo

housing. Lime Ridge Mall is a typical taken by author on October 12, 2014).
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enclosed mall; the primary structure lies in the centre of the site with large amounts of parking
surrounding it. With a total area of 25.1 ha and 815,000 square feet of retail floor area, Lime
Ridge Mall is the largest site examined in this report (Bentall Kennedy, 2015). The site is
designated “Mixed Use – High Density” in schedule E-1 of Official Plan which makes the policy
environment supportive for sprawl retrofitting interventions that include residential
development (City of Hamilton, 2013b).
2.2.3 Eastgate Square

When it was constructed in 1973, Eastgate Square was
situated on the eastern edge of Hamilton, straddling the
former border between Hamilton and the nowamalgamated Stoney Creek (Bentall Kennedy, 2015). It is
an enclosed mall built on a 17.6 ha site and possesses
507,199 square feet of retail floor area (Bentall Kennedy,
2015). Eastgate Square has suffered from declining
business, especially in light of competition from The
Centre on Barton, a relatively new large format retail
development. The proximity of two major highways, The
Red Hill Valley Parkway and the Queen Elizabeth Way,
provide ample access to the site by car. The site is also Figure 2-6: Eastgate Square main entrance
adjacent to two major arterials: Queenston Road and (photo taken by author on October 12, 2014).
Centennial Parkway. An on-site bus terminal,
serviced by 6 bus routes, provides transit
access. Eastgate Square is expected to be the
eventual eastern terminus of the incoming
LRT line, though not in the first phase of
construction (Van Dongen, 2015). The major
arterials passing through the study area are
fronted by a mix of strip malls and apartment
buildings. While the surrounding areas possess Figure 2-7: Eastgate Square's western entrance (photo taken
by author on October 12, 2014).

a large amounts of single detached housing,
8

there is also a significant amount of higher density dwellings. The site itself is designated “Mixed
Use – High Density” in schedule E-1 of Official Plan which makes the policy environment
supportive for sprawl retrofitting interventions that include residential development (City of
Hamilton, 2013b).

9

3.0 Method
This chapter describes the method used for assessing the sprawl retrofit (or sprawl repair)
potential of three selected study sites in Hamilton, Ontario. It will detail and justify the set of
physical criteria used and explain how they were assessed using GIS. It will further explain how
the evaluation criteria were combined and scored to produce the numbers used in the analysis.
In addition, it will describe how the study areas were defined, the data sources used, and
limitations of the method.

3.1 Evaluation Criteria
A set of objective and comparable criteria are necessary to systematically assess the retrofit
potential of multiple study sites. Criteria were drawn from relevant precedent research as well as
a review of urban sprawl literature. Each of the evaluation criteria translates a concept relevant
to a site’s redevelopment potential into something which can then be measured using the
available GIS data. For example, connectivity is assessed through measures such as intersection
density and street centreline length.
A similar set of evaluation criteria was used to evaluate the redevelopment potential of suburban
malls in Kingston, Ontario (Johnston, 2013). As in Johnston’s report, the evaluation criteria for
this method have been primarily drawn from two researchers: Emily Talen and Brenda Scheer.
The method employed in this report draws from Scheer’s (2001) concept of urban tissues for
assessing an area’s propensity for change. The urban tissue concept is the primary means by
which retrofit potential will be addressed. Emily Talen’s (2011) sustainable urban form
measurements, detailed in the following subsections, will supplement the analysis of urban
tissues. The sustainable urban form measurements will provide a set of comparable strengths
and weaknesses for each area that would influence the success of a retrofitting project. Areas
which score better on the strengths and weaknesses assessment are more likely to have a
physical environment that is supportive of sprawl retrofit interventions.
In some cases, the criteria used in this analysis assess similar concepts. For example, street
centreline length and intersection density both address connectivity. This is intentional, since the
concepts involved are often hard to quantify. Using multiple measures for the same concept
increases the reliability of this method in assessing a particular concept.
10

3.1.1 Urban tissues
The concept of urban tissues is a fundamental component of the method employed in this

report. Urban tissues are an aggregation of blocks, lots, and buildings that share certain
characteristics in their built form. Like biological tissue, urban tissues display a particular
identifying pattern in their construction. Each tissue type varies in its temporal stability i.e. its
propensity to change. Urban tissues with low temporal stability or high propensity to change are
preferred targets for retrofitting since a greater degree of change is possible and change is easier
to implement (Tolentino, 2011). There are three types of urban tissues: static, campus, and
elastic.
Static tissues consist of lots and streets developed for single family homes. They have very high
stability and do not change significantly over time. Areas of static tissues are typically planned,
surveyed and built at one time over a short period. Lots in these areas are designed to
specifically accommodate a particular fixed primary structure, often a detached home. This
specificity tends to inhibit further subdivision or any alteration of the property. Moreover,
creation of numerous small lots typically results in fragmented ownership. These characteristics
make static tissues resistant to change and also make them poor targets for retrofitting and
densification. (Scheer, 2001)
Campus tissues are large tracts of land which are developed to contain several buildings on a
single property. They often contain internal paths organized as private streets. Campus tissues
have the most flexibility since there are no restrictions on lot boundaries or on surrounding
paths and structures. Some examples are universities, medical centres, shopping complexes, and
airports. (Scheer, 2001)
Lastly, elastic tissues present the most organic form. They are not pre-planned; rather, the tissue
evolves relatively quickly over time and incorporates historical settlement patterns and
idiosyncrasies. Lot sizes vary, but they are typically larger than lots in static tissue. The road
network tends to be less extensive and is sometimes supplemented by paths built within the
tissue. Elastic tissues are home to greater diversity and turnover than the other ones presented.
Since it lacks a rigid matrix, there is strong potential for quick changes. Commercial and
industrial uses tend to dominate. (Scheer, 2001)
11

The urban tissues concept thus provides a framework for analyzing sprawl. Based on these
definitions, lots within the study areas were classified as campus, static, or elastic. Average lot
coverage (percentage of the lot covered by buildings) and lot size was then calculated for each
tissue type. These numbers were used in the Retrofitability Score, detailed in section 3.2.1.
3.1.2 Intersection density
Intersection density is one of the criteria being used as proxy for connectivity. Essentially,

connectivity refers to the extent to which the local environment offers points of connections
and contact between people and resources (Talen, 2011). In a subdivision with many culs-de-sac,
for example, it can be challenging to reach areas both within and outside the subdivision due to
limited route options. Such a subdivision would have fewer intersections in comparison to a
more walkable and accessible neighbourhood (Talen, 2011). Greater intersection density
suggests shorter block lengths, increased walkability, more route options, and easier connections
between people and their destinations (Tachieva, 2010). Moreover, greater connectivity leads to
more interaction between residents and their local environment, society, culture, and economic
activity which is an important aspect of community sustainability (Talen, 2011).
Intersection density was measured by counting every intersection within the study area and
dividing by the total area. This measurement was used in the strengths and weaknesses
assessment as discussed in section 3.2.2.
3.1.3 Street centreline length
Like intersection density, street centreline length is a criteria used as a proxy for connectivity. As

the name suggests, it refers to the total length of a street. Thus, when comparing two equally
sized areas, a higher street centreline length measurement suggests that there are more route
options and more roadway available to pedestrians, cyclists, and motorists (Talen, 2011). While
this measurement does not take into account street width, the total area of paved street is less
important than the length in approximating connectivity (Talen, 2011).
Street centreline length for each study area was measured by adding the length of each road
segment within the study area. This measure was used in the strengths and weaknesses
assessment as discussed in section 3.2.2.
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3.1.4 Residential density
Gross residential density is another measure of sustainable urban form. It essentially describes

the compactness of an area. Lower density development is considered one of the hallmarks of
urban sprawl (Duany, Plater-Zyberk & Speck, 2000). Areas with low density development have
been associated with higher infrastructure costs and increased automobile dependence (Cervero
& Wu, 1998; Burchell et al., 2005). Density is seen by some scholars as a necessary ingredient for
creating vibrant, walkable, and sustainable communities (Jacobs, 1961; Kunstler, 1994). Density
is also associated with certain health benefits, notably increased physical activity. (Frumkin,
2002). A sprawl retrofitting project in an area with relatively high density is more likely to be
successful due to a more supportive surrounding environment (Talen, 2011).
Residential density, measured as people per gross hectare, was obtained using P-Census software
which draws from Canadian census data. This measure was used in the strength and weaknesses
assessment as discussed in section 3.2.2.
3.1.5 Accessibility
Accessibility is a measure of how close the study area is to residential neighbourhoods. If a study

site is closer to neighbourhoods, a greater proportion of people may arrive by walking or
bicycling. Accessibility is tightly connected to notions of walkable communities; i.e., places where
residents can walk to work and other services are considered more accessible (Talen, 2011).
Greater accessibility is desirable since, like density, it is associated with more pedestrian activity
and community vibrancy (Jacobs, 1961; Kunstler, 1994).

Moreover, with respect to

sustainability, accessible communities are desirable from a health standpoint since they are
associated with greater physical activity and reduced air pollution (Frumkin, 2002).
Accessibility was measured by counting the number of residential parcels within each study area.
This measure was used in the strength and weaknesses assessment as discussed in section 3.2.2.
3.1.6 Housing Diversity
Diversity in land use, social mix, ethnicity and income have all been presented as both desirable

and advantageous for urban environments (Jacobs, 1961; Tachieva, 2010; Duany et al, 2000).
While diversity can cover many different aspects of cities, this report will focus specifically on
diversity in housing types. Housing diversity refers to variety in housing types. Areas with more
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diversity in housing types are associated with greater variety of income and social class, creating
more vibrant and heterogeneous neighbourhoods (Jacobs, 1961). Diversity does not support
redevelopment per se; however, it does strengthen an area’s social sustainability which is a goal of
sprawl retrofitting. As the Census of Canada was used for housing data, diversity was assessed
using the same categories as the Census: single detached, semi-detached, row housing and
multiunit dwellings with 6 or less units, and multiunit dwelling with more than 7 units.
Housing diversity was measured in two stages. Land use data for residential buildings within
study area provided the number of units by residential type. The Simpson diversity index, a
measurement commonly used in biology for assessing species diversity, was then applied to the
resulting counts to obtain a single value for the area’s diversity. The index is a figure between 0
and 1 where 1 represents infinite diversity and 0, no diversity (Barcelona Field Studies Centre,
2013). This index has been applied in sprawl repair research by Emily Talen (2011) and in a
Master’s report by Jeremy Johnston (2013). This measure is used in the strength and weaknesses
assessment as discussed in section 3.2.2.
3.1.7 Parking
Large parking lots are one of the most conspicuous features of urban sprawl. In terms of

retrofitting a site, large parking lots provide an idea space since residential or employment
density can be increased without any building demolitions (Talen, 2012). This is especially true
of sites where parking lots have been designed to accommodate a much larger volume of cars
than it receives in practice. In addition, parking areas are often part of the same legal lot as its
associated retail site. Thus, a site with a relatively high percent of parking presents a greater
opportunity for effective retrofitting.
Parking was measured as a percentage of total lot area for the study site. This measure was used
in the strength and weaknesses assessment.

3.2 Scoring system
The evaluation criteria are interpreted using two different tools: the Retrofitability Score and a
strengths and weaknesses assessment.
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3.2.1 Retrofitability score
The Retrofitability Score provides the core measure of a site’s ability to be redeveloped into a

more sustainable form. It takes into account four major components: 1) tissue type (campus,
elastic, static), 2) average lot size in the study area, 3) average lot coverage in the study area, and
4) proportion of the study area covered by each tissue type.

Figure 3-1: Annotated example scorecard from Tolentino (2011).

Each tissue type is assigned a base score which reflects its inherent capacity for retrofitting: 1 for
static, 2 for elastic and 3 for campus. Average lot size is scored by assigning the point value for
that particular range, as shown in Figure 3-1. For example, if the average lot size for elastic
tissue is 0.8 hectares, 2 points are added to the total. Points for average lot coverage are awarded
in the same manner; there are designated lot coverage ranges that correlate with specific point
values.
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The base score, points for average lot size and points for average lot coverage are summed for
each tissue type. These sums are then scaled by the area-weighting factor to account for each
tissue’s relative proportion in the study area. For example, if 10% of the study area was elastic
tissue, then the sum of the base score, points for average lot size, and points for average lot
coverage would be multiplied by 10%. The sum of area-weighted scores provides the retrofit
score for that study area. This score can then be compared to retrofit scores for other areas. The
maximum possible score is 10 while the minimum is 1. A higher score indicates a physical
environment more amenable to change and thus a higher retrofitability potential.
3.2.2 Strengths and weaknesses
Measurements of intersection density, residential density, street centreline length, accessibility,

housing diversity, and parking are used to assess the strengths and weaknesses of each site.
These measures are considered independently of the Retrofitability Score. Their purpose is to
provide insight into other factors which could influence a site’s suitability for retrofitting that are
not addressed by the Retrofitability Score. Study areas that score well on these criteria may
require less investment to enable successful redevelopment which may make the area more
appealing from an economic standpoint. Criteria in which a study area scores poorly could
indicate a specific urban design aspect that requires improvement. The assessment consists of a
simple numerical comparison of each criterion for each site.

3.3 Scale of analysis
Sprawl repair involves improving the walkability of a location and 400m is the typically quoted
distance that an average person will walk (Schlossberg & Brown, 2004; Canepa, 2007). However,
large sprawl repair interventions, such as at former shopping malls, often take on characteristics
of transit-oriented development, including residential intensification and creation of transit
nodes (Dunham-Jones & Williamson, 2009). At transit-oriented developments, pedestrians are
more likely to walk further, with 800m being a common radius (Schlossberg & Brown, 2004;
Canepa, 2007). Thus, for the purposes of this analysis, a radius of 800m from the centre of each
study site was used to delineate the corresponding study area. If a sprawl repair intervention
were to occur at any of the study sites, it would likely involve some aspects of transit-oriented
development and having an understanding of the full 800m radius would be essential.
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3.4 Data
Spatial data used in the analysis consisted of GIS shapefiles obtained from the Queen’s
University Library Maps & Geospatial Data collection. The shapefiles contain a plethora of
information about Hamilton including building footprints, property boundaries, land uses by
property and streets. The data, published in 2009, was the most recent version that was
accessible to the researcher at the time of the analysis. It was collected and published by Teranet,
a company responsible for mapping property information for municipalities across Ontario. As
such, the reliability of the data is quite high.
Population density data was obtained using PCensus Analyst software, which draws its data
from the 2011 Census of Canada.

3.5 Limitations
While the evaluation criteria are intended to be used in an assessment of the sprawl repair
potential of a location, they will not provide a complete answer. Generally speaking, a
redevelopment project needs to address five key issues before it can go ahead: the physical
environment, policy environment, project cost, land ownership, and market conditions
(Dunham-Jones & Williamson, 2009; Tachieva, 2010). As indicated by the evaluation criteria,
this report will largely focus on the physical environment; that is, the extent to which the
existing physical environment would support infill and intensification. Some issues surrounding
land ownership will be touched upon by the Retrofitability Score since areas with more
fragmented land ownership score lower. However, the analysis does not explore the issue of
actually amassing the necessary land and dealing with landowners as well as associated legal
issues. By not including these other issues, this report will not be able to analyze on the
economic factors that limit and enable sprawl repair such as project cost, market conditions, and
consolidating land ownership. Thus, the final results of this analysis are a starting point for
further investigation into the viability of each site.
In addition, much of the research regarding sprawl repair comes from the United States. Canada
and the United States have different political and economic environments for land development
which results in some variation in the extent of urban sprawl in each country. However, the
basic characteristics of sprawl in each country are very similar (Blais, 2010; Duany et al., 2000).
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The most significant difference in sprawl repair between Canada and the United States lies in
how such projects are implemented in political and economic terms, which is outside of the
scope of this report (Blais, 2010; Steil, Salingaros & Mehaffy, 2008).
Data availability is another limitation of this research. The GIS data available to the researcher,
published in 2009, did not reflect changes to several major commercial centres in Hamilton.
Specifically, the dataset available to the researcher did not reflect significant changes to two large
shopping centres in Hamilton (The Centre on Barton and The Meadowlands) which required
excluding them from the analysis.
Furthermore, this research is not able to provide an objective assessment of whether the
physical characteristics of a site are supportive for a sprawl repair intervention. For example,
there are no thresholds that allow one to say that a site possesses insufficient or adequate
intersection density. Similarly, there is no standard for determining what constitutes a strong or
weak Retrofitability Score. Instead, this report focuses on performing a comparison between
sites and determining which of the three scores the highest.
Lastly, this method examines the commercial centre and the surrounding 800 m radius
simultaneously. This means, for example, that the Retrofitability Score represents the
commercial centre and the surrounding area. This approach provides insights into potential areawide interventions. However, none of the measures are specific to the commercial centre alone.
While this is intentional, it does limit the ability to draw numerical conclusions about the
commercial centres.
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4.0 Analysis
This chapter will detail the results of the GIS and census data analysis. It will also examine some
of the implications of these results on potential redevelopment of the study areas. The analysis
will be divided into sections according to each measurement that was performed. Section 4.1 will
examine the urban tissue analysis and the associated Retrofitability Score. Section 4.2 will
breakdown the Strengths and Weakness criteria for each study area.

4.1 Urban Tissue Analysis
The urban tissue analysis is the primary indicator used to determine the redevelopment potential
of the study sites. The results of tissue analysis outlined in section 3.0 were used to calculate an
overall Retrofitability Score for each study area. As a standardized score, it allows for
comparison between the three study areas to determine which has the highest potential for
retrofitting. Each study area will be assessed separately by discussing the characteristics of the
urban tissues present followed by an overarching discussion of implications of the Retrofitability
Score.
4.1.1 University Plaza
While each study area has been standardized to an 800 m radius or an area of 201 ha, University

Plaza possesses far less developable land due to the area’s characteristics. The Dundas Valley
Conservation Authority protects roughly one quarter (53 ha) of land in the study area.
Moreover, about 7.5 ha of land is consumed by rights-of-way for large high-voltage power lines.
The area around University Plaza also contains some steep slopes and valleys which fall outside
the conservation area and, while residential development is permitted, it has not occurred.
Altogether, University Plaza contains only 120 ha (59.7%) of developed land in an area totalling
201 ha. This is a significantly smaller percentage compared to that of the other study areas (90%
for Lime Ridge Mall and 91% for Eastgate Square).
The study area is strongly biased towards static tissue (48%) with a relatively high amount of
elastic tissue (32%) and a low proportion of campus tissue (20%) (see Table 4-1). These
proportions could in part be explained by the topographical and conservation features of the
area. These restrictions can make it unfeasible to lay out the large parcels of land required for
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campus tissue. Similarly, the restrictive nature of the area requires lots that adapt their size and
shape to fit, resulting in an unusually high amount of elastic tissue.
Campus tissue in the area consists of University Plaza itself in addition to a couple high rise
residential developments, a school, and a long term care facility. These uses are mostly focused
along Osler Dr., the major road passing through the study area. There are 17.83 ha of campus
tissue within the study area. It possesses the least amount of campus tissue of all study areas
examined, both in relative and absolute amounts, likely due to the surrounding natural features.
Campus tissue averages 1.98 ha in this area with 21.77% lot coverage.
Elastic tissue in the University Plaza area largely consists of residential lots, both single detached
and apartment structures, supplemented by some commercial lots in the south and industrial
lots in the north. Lot sizes are generally smaller in the north portion of the study area where the
single detached dwellings are located. In the south, the elastic tissue consists of much larger
apartment buildings and commercial structures. While the absolute amount of elastic tissue
(27.73 ha) is not the highest, relatively the area possesses the most by a wide margin: 32% of all
developed land versus 20% and 14% or Eastgate Square and Lime Ridge Mall respectively.
Average size of elastic tissue lots is 0.17 ha, roughly half the average size of the other two study
areas. This is likely because of the greater proportion of elastic lots being used for single family
dwellings in the area. It’s possible that many of those lots would have taken on a static form had
the land characteristics allowed for it. Average lot coverage is 21.74% which is nearly identical to
elastic tissue from the other study areas (see Table 4-1).
Static tissue in this area consists entirely of single detached houses. The houses are arranged in a
style typical of conventional suburban development: multiple small lots tightly packed together,
exclusively residential land uses, and multiple culs-de-sac. The study area has a total of 41.64 ha
of static tissue with an average lot size of 0.6 ha and an average lot coverage of 29.70%.
The characteristics of these urban tissues resulted in a Retrofitability Score of 3.64 out of 10, the
lowest of all the study areas (see Table 4-1). This low score can be attributed to the lack of
campus tissue, which has the high potential for redevelopment. Furthermore, University Plaza’s
score was lowered due to its elastic tissue being considerably smaller on average than the other
two study areas.
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Static tissue

Elastic tissue

Avg. Lot Size: 0.06 hectares
Avg. Lot Coverage: 29.70%
Proportion of all tissues: 48%

Avg. Lot Size: 0.17 hectares
Avg. Lot Coverage: 22.22%
Proportion of all tissues: 32%

Campus tissue
Avg. Lot Size: 1.98 hectares
Avg. Lot Coverage: 21.77%
Proportion of all tissues: 20%

Base Score:

Static

1

Elastic

2

Campus

3

Avg. Lot Size:

0 - 0.2 hectares

0

0 - 0.2 hectares

0

0 - 0.2 hectares

0

0.2 or more

1

0.2 - 0.4 hectares

1

0.2 - 0.4 hectares

1

0.4 - 4 hectares

2

0.4 - 4 hectares

2

4 or more

3

4 - 8 hectares

3

8 or more

4

Avg. Lot Coverage:

50% or more

0

50% or more

0

50% or more

0

25 - 50%

1

25 - 50%

1

25 - 50%

1

10 - 25%

2

10 - 25%

2

10 - 25%

2

0 - 10%

3

0 - 10%

3

0 - 10%

3

Total Possible Points:

2

4

7

Area Weighting Factor:

0.48

0.32

0.20

Area Weighted Score:

0.96

1.28

1.40

Retrofitability Score: 3.64
Table 4-1: Retrofitability Scorecard for the University Plaza study area.
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4.1.2 Lime Ridge Mall
In contrast to University Plaza, the Lime Ridge Mall study area is thoroughly developed. Of the

201 ha contained within the study radius, 181 ha (or 90%) are consumed by development and
roads. The remaining 20 ha (or 10%) consist of parks, cemeteries, and rights-of-way for power
lines. One of the key features of the Lime Ridge Mall study area is the Lincoln M. Alexander
Parkway which cuts across the area. This has the effect of separating some of the parcels on the
southern end of the area from the rest. The study area largely consists of static tissue (49%) with
a significant amount of campus tissue (37%) while the amount of elastic tissue is much less
(14%) (see Table 4-2). It exhibits characteristics of conventional suburban development; the
built form is mostly consists of campus tissue containing large retailers and offices surrounded
by static tissue containing tightly spaced single detached dwellings.
Campus tissue in this area is dominated by Lime Ridge Mall itself, located at the centre of the
study area. The remaining campus tissue consists of retail stores, offices and two schools. The
average lot size of 3.88 ha is relatively large; it is nearly double the average campus lot size of
both Eastgate Square and University Plaza (see Table 4-2). This is likely due to two factors.
First, Lime Ridge Mall is the single largest developed parcel in all three study areas at 24.71 ha.
Second, while the area possesses a high proportion of campus tissue, it does not have many lots.
As a result, the average is strongly skewed. Average lot coverage is 24.07%, which is the highest
of all study areas and lowers the redevelopment potential. With 47.33 ha of campus tissue in
total, the Lime Ridge Mall area falls in between the other two study areas.
Elastic tissue in this area is focused along the two major streets running through the area: Upper
Wentworth Street and Mohawk Road East. Most of the lots are located on the northern edge of
the study area. The land uses of these lots are nearly evenly split between commercial (both retail
and office uses) and residential (largely apartment buildings). Overall, the elastic tissue has an
average lot size of 0.34 ha and average lot coverage of 23.66%, making it very similar to Eastgate
Square (see Table 4-2). The total amount of elastic tissue, 18.13 ha, is significantly lower than
the amount at the other two study areas, each of which have at least 10 ha more.
Static tissue is split between two large blocks, one to the east of the mall and one to the west.
The eastern block of static tissue is interspersed with parks and schools that interrupt the
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conventional ‘loop and lollipop’ development present in the western block. As expected with
static tissue, there are numerous culs-de-sacs combined with tightly spaced small lots containing
single family dwellings. Static tissue in this area is exclusively residential in use. Average lot size
is 0.05 ha, almost identical to other study areas. Average lot coverage is 33.77%, again similar to
other study areas (see Table 4-2). It contains a total of 62.48 ha of static tissue, the most of all
study areas.
As a result of the tissues amounts and characteristics, the Lime Ridge Mall study area obtained a
Retrofitability Score of 4.27 out of 10 (see Table 4-2). This score falls roughly in between
Eastgate Square and University Plaza. The majority of the Retrofitability Score (2.59 of the 4.27)
comes from the area’s campus tissue. The score was limited by the high proportion of static
tissue, which has the lowest retrofit potential, and the correspondingly smaller amounts of elastic
and campus tissue.
4.1.3 Eastgate Square
Eastgate Square is an extensively developed area, similar to Lime Ridge Mall in that regard. Of

the 201 ha of land in the study area, 183 ha (or 91%) have been developed upon or consumed
by streets. Further, of the 183 ha developed land, 142 ha (or 77.6%) has been used for lots
which is the most of any of the three study areas due in part to the lack of conservation lands,
topographic challenges or a freeway within the study area. The remaining 18 ha consists of
parks, sports fields, and a large cemetery. In terms of urban tissues, Eastgate Square has a high
proportion of campus tissue (46%) followed by static tissue (34%) and lastly elastic tissue (20%)
(see Table 4-3).
In addition to Eastgate Square itself, campus tissue in the area also includes a large number of
large retail stores or ‘big box stores,’ schools and apartment complexes. These lots are
distributed across the study area in small clusters with a notable gap on the western side of the
study area where the sports fields and cemetery are located. Eastgate Square possesses the most
campus tissue of all the study areas, both in relative (46%) and absolute terms (74.06 ha). This
tissue has the lowest lot coverage of all study areas, 17.38%, improving the potential for
retrofitting (see Table 4-3). The average lot size of 1.95 ha is comparable to University Plaza.
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Static tissue

Elastic tissue

Avg. Lot Size: 0.05 hectares
Avg. Lot Coverage: 33.77%
Proportion of all tissues: 49%

Avg. Lot Size: 0.34 hectares
Avg. Lot Coverage: 23.66%
Proportion of all tissues: 14%

Campus tissue
Avg. Lot Size: 3.88 hectares
Avg. Lot Coverage: 24.07%
Proportion of all tissues: 37%

Base Score:

Static

1

Elastic

2

Campus

3

Avg. Lot Size:

0 - 0.2 hectares

0

0 - 0.2 hectares

0

0 - 0.2 hectares

0

0.2 or more

1

0.2 - 0.4 hectares

1

0.2 - 0.4 hectares

1

0.4 - 4 hectares

2

0.4 - 4 hectares

2

4 or more

3

4 - 8 hectares

3

8 or more

4

Avg. Lot Coverage:

50% or more

0

50% or more

0

50% or more

0

25 - 50%

1

25 - 50%

1

25 - 50%

1

10 - 25%

2

10 - 25%

2

10 - 25%

2

0 - 10%

3

0 - 10%

3

0 - 10%

3

Total Possible Points:

2

5

7

Area Weighting Factor:

0.49

0.14

0.37

Area Weighted Score:

0.98

0.7

2.59

Retrofitability Score: 4.27
Table 4-2: Retrofitability Scorecard for the Lime Ridge Mall study area.
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Elastic tissue at Eastgate Square is present throughout the study area, though it is focused along
the area’s major streets: Queenston Road and Centennial Parkway North. The elastic tissue
along the major streets mostly consists of retail uses while off of the major streets there is a mix
of single detached dwellings and apartment buildings. Average lot size of elastic tissue in the area
is 0.30 ha while the amount of elastic tissue totals 28.18 ha (see Table 4-3).
Static tissue at Eastgate Square is largely similar to that at other study areas. It consists entirely of
single detached houses arranged in a conventional suburban pattern with many culs-de-sacs. The
fabric of the static tissue is a bit less continuous at this study area due in part to the amount of
other tissues present. Pockets of static tissue in this area are flanked by other tissue types or
open spaces preventing them from forming the uninterrupted block present at Lime Ridge Mall.
Static tissue at this study area has the highest lot coverage (34.99%) coupled with a lot size of
0.05 ha which is very consistent with the other study areas (see Table 4-3). In total, Eastgate
Square contains 49.54 ha of static tissue or 35% of all the tissue, which is the lowest proportion
of all study areas.
The tissue analysis of Eastgate Square resulted in a Retrofitability Score of 4.90 of out 10 (see
Table 4-3). While low on a 10 point scale, this score is still the highest of all the assessed study
areas. The major contributing factors to the area’s score is the high proportion of campus tissue,
which raises the scores, and a correspondingly low proportion of static tissue.
4.1.4 Summary of tissue analysis
The urban tissue analysis identified Eastgate Square as having the highest Retrofitability Score

with 4.90 out of 10. It was followed by Lime Ridge Mall with 4.27 out of 10 and University
Plaza with 3.64 out of 10.
All of the study areas score quite similarly on average lot coverage and average lot area. As a
result, the differentiation in score largely derived from the proportions of each tissue type at
each study area. In fact, the order of study areas by Retrofitability Scores matches exactly when
they are ordered by their proportion of campus tissue: Eastgate Square, followed by Lime Ridge
Mall, and lastly University Plaza.
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Static tissue

Elastic tissue

Avg. Lot Size: 0.05 hectares
Avg. Lot Coverage: 34.99%
Proportion of all tissues: 34%

Avg. Lot Size: 0.30 hectares
Avg. Lot Coverage: 21.74%
Proportion of all tissues: 20%

Campus tissue
Avg. Lot Size: 1.81 hectares
Avg. Lot Coverage: 17.38%
Proportion of all tissues: 46%

Base Score:

Static

1

Elastic

2

Campus

3

Avg. Lot Size:

0 - 0.2 hectares

0

0 - 0.2 hectares

0

0 - 0.2 hectares

0

0.2 or more

1

0.2 - 0.4 hectares

1

0.2 - 0.4 hectares

1

0.4 - 4 hectares

2

0.4 - 4 hectares

2

4 or more

3

4 - 8 hectares

3

8 or more

4

Avg. Lot Coverage:

50% or more

0

50% or more

0

50% or more

0

25 - 50%

1

25 - 50%

1

25 - 50%

1

10 - 25%

2

10 - 25%

2

10 - 25%

2

0 - 10%

3

0 - 10%

3

0 - 10%

3

Total Possible Points:

2

5

7

Area Weighting Factor:

0.34

0.20

0.46

Area Weighted Score:

0.68

1

3.22

Retrofitability Score: 4.90
Table 4-3: Retrofitability Scorecard for the Eastgate Square study area.
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The characteristics of static tissue were very consistent across all study areas. Average lot size
was very close to 0.05 ha for each study area. Average lot coverage was slightly more variable,
spanning from 29.70% to 34.99%. At University Plaza and Lime Ridge Mall, static tissue
composed nearly half of all tissues. Given the suburban context of these study areas, a large
proportion of static tissue is to be expected. Eastgate Square had notably less static tissue, which
could be explained by the area’s more urban context and its importance as a shopping hub for
the entire east end of Hamilton. In absolute terms, Lime Ridge Mall had the most static tissue
(62.48 ha) followed by Eastgate Square (49.54 ha) and lastly University Plaza (41.64 ha).
The characteristics of elastic tissue were very similar at Eastgate Square and Lime Ridge Mall,
while being quite different at University Plaza. Due to the natural features at University Plaza,
there are many lots which, under normal circumstances, would likely take on a more static form
but are instead more organic in their adaptation to the terrain. This has resulted in University
Plaza having relatively more elastic tissue compared to Eastgate Square and Lime Ridge Mall
(32% versus 20% and 14% respectively). Moreover, it has lots that are considerably smaller due
to their use for single detached dwellings. At Eastgate Square and Lime Ridge Mall, elastic tissue
mostly consists of single apartment buildings and single retail or office buildings with lots
averaging around 0.30 ha.
Campus tissue showed several variations between study areas. The average lot size for campus
tissue at Lime Ridge Mall (3.88 ha) is roughly twice the average for the other two study areas,
likely due to there being fewer campus parcels combined with the large site for the mall itself.
University Plaza’s terrain makes it less desirable for campus tissue which in part resulted in it
having the least campus tissue both in relative (20%) and absolute (17.83 ha) terms. Overall,
Eastgate Mall possesses the most campus tissue, followed by Lime Ridge Mall and lastly
University Plaza. Land uses between the study areas is fairly similar. Each is focused around a
mall or power centre, typically forming the largest block of campus tissue in the area. All the
study areas contained schools as other campus uses as well as apartment complexes. While
University Plaza did not contain any other large format retail apart from the plaza itself, other
study areas did have retail in the form of campus tissue around the study site.
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4.1.5 Implications of the Retrofitability Score
Ultimately, the Retrofitability Score measures an area’s potential for redevelopment. If the City

of Hamilton were interested in encouraging redevelopment at one of these sites, the
Retrofitability Score could provide an indication of which area has the greatest potential for
intensification on existing sites or where there will be lots that are more amenable to change.
This kind of redevelopment could take the form of new neighbourhoods or mixed use town
centres. Based solely on how the three areas scored in the urban tissue analysis, the Eastgate
Square area presents the best option for future redevelopment. Specific recommendations based
on these Retrofitability Scores will be discussed in section 5.0.

4.2 Strength and Weaknesses
The strength and weaknesses assessment of each study area provides context to the
Retrofitability Score. This is useful as the Retrofitability Score only pertains to one part of the
much larger picture when considering redevelopment. This section will examine the
connectivity, accessibility, diversity, density, and parking of each study area.
4.2.1 Connectivity
Connectivity refers to the extent to which the local environment offers points of connections

and contact between people and resources (Talen, 2011). To measure this concept, two
measurements were used. First, all the intersections at each study area were counted to
determine intersection density. Second, the street centreline lengths were summed for each study
area. Greater intersection density and street centreline lengths could suggest more route options
and thus greater connectivity (Talen, 2011).
4.2.1.1 University Plaza

With an intersection density of 0.36 intersections per hectare and a street centreline length of
15,469 m, University Plaza scored the lowest on measures of connectivity. This poor
connectivity can be explained in part by the natural features of the area. As a result of these
features, the study area is divided into three disconnected sections which severely limits
pedestrian access and restricts vehicles to a limited set of routes (see Figure 4-1). The natural
features have also contributed to a strong hierarchy is streets. Main Street West and Osler Drive
are the two major thoroughfares passing through the study area to which local streets and
collector streets attach.
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Figure 4-1: University Plaza study area road network
with intersections highlighted.

Figure 4-2: Lime Ridge Mall study area road network
with intersections highlighted.

4.2.1.2 Lime Ridge Mall

Quantitatively, Lime Ridge Mall scored highest on the connectivity measures. It has 0.55
intersections per hectare and a total street centreline length of 28,463 m. While the area has the
most extensive connectivity in terms of intersections and street length, there is an obvious
hierarchy of streets which limits options for exiting areas of static tissue. For example, there’s
only one connection from the western residential section that allows access to Upper
Wentworth Street, the major north-south thoroughfare going through the study area (see Figure
4-2). Similarly, getting from the eastern agglomeration onto a main road is challenging. In fact,
the high intersection and street length score largely derives from the number of roads and
intersections necessary to service the single family dwellings on culs-de-sac.
4.2.1.3 Eastgate Square

Eastgate Square scored in the middle on both measurements of connectivity with 0.46
intersections per hectare and a total street centreline length of 20,316 m. While the study area
has less street length and intersection density than Lime Ridge Mall, the area appears to have
better connectivity in terms of access to major streets. This comes from the static tissue having
more connections to the major streets and relatively fewer intersections internal to the tissue for
culs-de-sac (see Figure 4-3). However, intersections are still mostly grouped in areas of static
tissue. Moreover, the overall lower intersection density and street length compared to Lime
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Ridge Mall can be explained in part by the greater
proportion

of

campus

tissue

and

smaller

proportion of static tissue. The area demonstrates
a definite hierarchy of streets with Queenston
Road and Centennial Parkway North being the
major thoroughfares to which everything connects
and areas of static tissues having collector roads
branching into local streets.
4.2.1.4 Summary and implications

In terms of the quantitative measurements of
connectivity, Lime Ridge Mall scored the highest Figure 4-3: Eastgate Mall study area road network with
on both measures. Eastgate Square follows with intersections highlighted.
the second highest scores for each measurement while University Plaza had the lowest scores.
However, a subjective assessment of where and how streets within the study area connect to
each other suggests that Eastgate Square has superior connectivity to Lime Ridge Mall. This is
because, while there are fewer intersections and streets, they are located in ways that better
promote connectivity, such as allowing more direct movement from residential neighbourhoods
onto major streets.
Study areas with lower connectivity may require that more streets be constructed to enable some
of the goals of sprawl repair projects, such as improving the feasibility of active transportation.
As such, study areas that already score well on connectivity may require less investment and may
make the area more appealing. However, as the analysis revealed, the measures used are not
perfect and connectivity would need to be assessed by examining where intersections and streets
are located specifically. New street construction could take the form of connecting culs-de-sac
within static tissue to increase travel route options (Tachieva, 2010). Other options could include
creating new connections from static tissue to major thoroughfares. This type of intervention
would be appropriate for Lime Ridge Mall which, despite its high score, has a clear deficiency in
connection between residential neighbourhoods and the major streets running through the study
areas.
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Interventions for University Plaza would be complicated by the natural features of the area.
Increasing connectivity between the southeast and northwest sections seems unrealistic due to
the conservation lands in between. However, within each section, there are opportunities for
linking culs-de-sac to create more grid-like route options. That said, topographical issues are
pervasive through the study area which could limit any changes to the street network.
4.2.2 Accessibility & Diversity
The accessibility and diversity measures refer to characteristics of the residential lots in the study

areas. Specifically, accessibility refers to proximity between residents, places of work and other
services. It was approximated by counting the number of residential lots in each study area.
Diversity refers to the variety of housing types in the study area. It was assessed using a single
diversity index which was calculated based on counts of different unit types.
4.2.2.1 University Plaza

The majority of the developed land at the Dwelling type
University Plaza study area consists of residential Single-detached house
Semi-detached house

lots. They are located across the entire buildable Row house
area of the study area (see Figure 4-4). Of the 890 Apartment, duplex
total lots, 834 are being used for residential
purposes. In terms of land area, single detached
dwellings make up the majority of the residential
lots.
When examining actual dwelling units, apartment

Apartment less than 5 storeys
Apartment 5 or more storeys
Other single-attached house
Movable dwelling
TOTAL

Percent
27%
0%
4%
1%
19%
49%
0%
0%
100%

Table 4-4: Dwelling types at the University Plaza study
area.

structures with 5 or more storeys are the dominant form of housing (49% of all dwelling units)
(see Table 4-4). Other significant housing forms are single detached houses, which make up
27% of all dwelling units, and apartment units in buildings with fewer than 5 storeys, totalling
19%. University Plaza is unusual in that it has fewer row houses than the other study areas (4%
versus 14% for Lime Ridge Mall and 12% for Eastgate Square). Taking into account the
amounts of all unit types yielded a diversity index of 0.35 for the area.
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Figure 4-4: Residential lots at University Plaza study
area.

Figure 4-5: Residential lots at the Lime Ridge Mall study
area.

4.2.2.2 Lime Ridge Mall

Of the 1466 lots in the Lime Ridge Mall study area, 1,324 are residential lots which is
significantly more than the other study areas. However, it also contains the fewest dwelling units
of all the study areas. This is due to the very high proportion of single detached dwellings (47%)
(see Table 4-5). Retrofitting this study area would likely be more complicated than Eastgate
Square due to the high proportion of single detached dwellings which are resistant to change.
The other major dwelling types in the area are apartments with greater than 5 storeys (27%) and
row houses (15%). The assortment of units at this

Dwelling type

study area resulted in a diversity index of 0.33. Single-detached house
Dwelling units are mostly distributed between two Semi-detached house
Row house

agglomerations; one east of Lime Ridge Mall and Apartment, duplex
the other to the west (see Figure 4-5). These Apartment less than 5 storeys
agglomerations

are

separated

by

a

major

thoroughfare, Upper Wentworth Street, as well as
the commercial and office uses located along the
street.

Apartment 5 or more storeys
Other single-attached house
Movable dwelling
TOTAL

Percent
47%
4%
15%
1%
6%
27%
0%
0%
100%

Table 4-5: Dwelling types at the Lime Ridge Mall study
area.
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4.2.2.3

Eastgate Square

The residential lots at Eastgate Square are fairly Dwelling type
evenly distributed across the study area. Most of Single-detached house
Semi-detached house

the lots front onto smaller local streets rather than Row house
the major thoroughfares passing through the study Apartment, duplex
area (see Figure 4-6). The study area contains
1,015 residential lots out of a total of 1,120 lots.
The proportion of dwelling types in Eastgate

Apartment less than 5 storeys
Apartment 5 or more storeys
Other single-attached house
Movable dwelling
TOTAL

Percent
26%
3%
12%
1%
5%
54%
0%
0%
100%

Square area is dominated by apartments with 5 or Table 4-6: Dwelling types at the Eastgate Square study
more storeys (54%) (see Table 4-6). The remaining

area.

significant dwelling types are single detached
houses (26%) and row houses (12%). The high
proportion of large apartment dwellings correlates
with the area’s high proportion of campus tissue.
As a result of the relative counts and proportions
of the various dwelling types, this study area
achieved a diversity index of 0.37, the highest of
all study areas.
4.2.2.4 Summary and implications

In terms of residential lots, Lime Ridge Mall has
the most with 1,324 followed by Eastgate Square Figure 4-6: Residential lots at the Eastgate Mall study
with 1,015 and lastly University Plaza with 890.

area.

Counting the number of residential lots in proximity to each study area’s central commercial hub
gives an indication of how walkable and accessible an area is (Talen, 2011). Based solely on this
count, Lime Ridge Mall appears to have the strongest accessibility and thus a more supportive
environment for future redevelopment.
However, this number should be combined with the diversity index and, more importantly, an
examination of which dwelling types are contributing to an area’s diversity. All three study areas
scored quite similarly on the diversity index: 0.33 for Lime Ridge Mall, 0.35 for University Plaza
and 0.37 for Eastgate Square. Given that the diversity index ranges from 0 to 1, differences of
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0.02 are not particularly meaningful. However, the diversity index treats all dwelling types equally
as it is not making a value judgement on what kind of diversity is preferable. Examining the
dwelling compositions making up each index reveals that University Plaza and Eastgate Square
possess relatively fewer single-detached dwellings than Lime Ridge Mall. Single-detached
dwellings are problematic for redevelopment due to the connectivity issues they tend to possess.
When taking into account all these considerations, Eastgate Square has the most supportive
combination of accessibility and dwelling types.
4.2.3 Residential Density
Gross residential density was assessed by examining dwelling units per hectare at each study

area.
4.2.3.1 University Plaza

The University Plaza study area has a gross residential density of 13.95 dwelling units per
hectare. Given the area’s high proportion of multi-unit dwelling and large amount of open
space, a measure of net residential density would be expected to be substantially higher. As such,
the limitations of the measurement for this area make it difficult to provide specific
recommendations. However, it is notable that despite the factors working against University
Plaza having a high gross residential density, it still surpassed the density of Lime Ridge Mall.
4.2.3.2 Lime Ridge Mall

The Lime Ridge Mall study area has a gross residential density of 11.59 dwelling units per
hectare, the lowest of all the study areas. While the freeway passing through the study area and
commercial lots detract from the gross density, ultimately the area possesses a very large
proportion of single-detached dwellings that results in this low density. This is corroborated by
the fact that Lime Ridge Mall actually possesses the most residential parcels of all study areas.
4.2.3.3 Eastgate Square

Eastgate Square has the highest gross residential density of all the study areas with 17.70
dwelling units per hectare. The higher density derives from the large proportion of apartment
buildings and the correspondingly low proportion of single-detached dwellings. The higher
density is an asset for redeveloping East Gate Square as there are more residents in the
surrounding area, which contributes to commercial demand as well as aids in creating a more
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walkable and vibrant community (Steil, Salingaros & Mehaffy, 2008; Duany, Plater-Zyberk &
Speck, 2010).
4.2.3.4 Summary and implications

Eastgate Square has the highest gross density with 17.70 dwelling units per hectare followed by
University Plaza with 13.95 and Lime Ridge Mall with 11.59. The findings indicate that Eastgate
Square has the most supportive environment for redevelopment. However, the data limitations
should be kept in mind when drawing conclusions from the density of each study area. Since
density was calculated from census data, it is by definition gross density and, moreover, there
was no ability to exclude large tracts of undevelopable land. That said, the density numbers for
each area do track well with the proportion of large apartment buildings. By these numbers, all
sites could benefit from increased density. While definitions vary, low density is often
considered less than 20-25 dwelling units per hectare (Landcom, 2011; CMHC, n.d.)
4.2.4 Parking
The amount of parking present at each study area was assessed since redeveloping excess

parking provides a relatively simple way of increasing density and improving walkability without
having to change existing buildings. It was measured in hectares and also expressed as a
percentage of all developed land.
4.2.4.1 University Plaza

The University Plaza study area has the least
amount of parking both in absolute terms (33.36
ha) and in relative terms (28% of all developed
land). The largest source of parking in the area is
University Plaza itself, in the middle of the study
area, though a significant amount of parking is
also located to the west (see Figure 4-7). As this
area has the least amount of campus tissue,
typically the largest contributor to parking, it is
reasonable that parking would comprise a
relatively small percentage of the developed land.

Figure 4-7: Parking at the University Plaza study area.
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4.2.4.2 Lime Ridge Mall

Lime Ridge Mall falls squarely in the middle of the
study areas on measures of parking with 65.05 ha
and 36% of all developed land. Parking is
concentrated in large amounts on a smaller
number of lots compared to other study areas (see
Figure 4-8). Of note is the especially large parking
lot at Lime Ridge Mall itself (24.7 ha) which was
quite underused at the time of site observations.
The parking spaces along the perimeter of the site
fronting onto major roads present especially good
locations for intensification as those are the Figure 4-8: Parking at the Lime Ridge Mall study area.
parking spaces that are typically left unused.
4.2.4.3 Eastgate Square

With 89.67 ha, the Eastgate Square study area
has the greatest amount of parking. It makes up
nearly half of all the developed land in the study
area (49%) (see Figure 4-9). This large amount
of parking is strongly linked to the high
proportion of campus tissue and low amount of
static tissue in the area. Of all the study sites, the
parking lot at Eastgate Square was the least used
with huge swaths of empty parking space. This
underused parking lot could be a prime location
for intensification.

Figure 4-9: Parking at the Eastgate Square study area.

4.2.4.4 Summary and implications

There is significant variation in the amount of surface parking at each study area. This variation
appears to strongly track with the amount of campus tissue. Case in point, Eastgate Square has
both the most amount of parking and the most amount of campus tissue. The large retailers,
apartment complexes, and institutional buildings that tend to occupy campus tissue often require
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significant parking. Parking for residential structures is closely related to the number of units
available which results in fairly good occupancy of the parking spaces (Shoup, 1999). In contrast,
parking for large shopping complexes is often calculated for a “worst case scenario” so that no
customer is turned away in want of a parking space (Shoup, 1999). As such, these study area
tend to have a large amount of unused parking under normal circumstances. Unused surface
parking provides good opportunities for infill development which should be examined at all
sites. In particular, Lime Ridge Mall and Eastgate Square themselves present especially good
opportunities for infill as their parking lots are underused and front onto major roads.

4.3 Summary of Findings

3.64
15,469

Lime Ridge
Mall
4.27
28,463

4.90
20,316

0.36

0.55

0.46

834
0.35

1,324
0.33

1,015
0.37

13.95

11.59

17.70

28%

36%

49%

University Plaza
Retrofitability Score
Street Centreline Length (m)
Intersection Density
(intersections / hectare)
Accessibility (number of
residential lots)
Diversity
Gross Residential Density
(dwelling units / hectare)
Parking (percent of
developed land)

Eastgate Square

Table 4-7: Summary of findings for all study areas.
4.3.1.1 University Plaza

University Plaza scored the lowest on the Retrofitability Score, indicating less potential for a
successful redevelopment. Its retrofit potential was reduced by its lack of campus tissue. This
lack of campus tissue also manifests in the area’s relatively low proportion of parking. Lack of
parking creates a deficit in easily developable land. Most of the study area’s weaknesses, such as
reduced connectivity and accessibility, stem from the area’s natural features and conservation
areas which prevent development. However, given the area’s large proportion of high density
dwellings in proximity to University Plaza, redevelopment of the site could benefit from the
numerous people in close proximity. Despite some strengths, University Plaza presents the least
desirable location for a sprawl retrofit project after taking all factors into account.
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4.3.1.2 Lime Ridge Mall

The Lime Ridge Mall study area has a moderate potential for redevelopment compared to the
other study areas. Its Retrofitability Score falls between the other two study areas. Its primary
strengths lie in its high intersection density and street centreline length. However, those
strengths are lessened when examining where specifically the intersections and streets are
located. Lime Ridge Mall itself presents a prime opportunity for retrofit. The site possesses a
large, underutilized parking lot which is an ideal location for infill development. Static tissue is
quite prevalent in the area and would act as a barrier to redevelopment. Limited interventions
targeted at key sites would be the preferred approach for redevelopment in the study area.
4.3.1.3 Eastgate Square

Eastgate Square has the greatest potential for redevelopment. This is due to the area’s high
proportion of campus tissue. The large amount of campus tissue contributes to Eastgate Square
also having the most amount of parking which presents prime opportunities for redevelopment.
The area's higher density, high population and high proportion of multi-unit dwellings, in part
due to the area’s more urban context, is another strength when considering redevelopment
potential. While Eastgate Square’s connectivity is not the best quantitatively, the connections it
does possess are the best positioned of all study areas to enable meaningful connectivity from
residential areas onto major roads. Given the relatively high Retrofitability Score and the
supportive environment for retrofitting, this site presents the best option for redevelopment.
Possible interventions at this study area could consist of infilling strategically chosen campus
lots, especially larger ones such as Eastgate Square itself. Other options include full scale
redevelopment of campus tissues with new structures where appropriate.
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5.0 Recommendations
Based on the analysis and sprawl repair concepts, this chapter will present recommendations for
each study site and surrounding area. These recommendations are aimed primarily at the City of
Hamilton in order to promote these locations as viable areas for potential redevelopment.
Furthermore, these recommendations outline what features potential redevelopment of the
three case study areas could include.

5.1 University Plaza
Recommendation #1: Consider University Plaza as a site for future redevelopment.
University Plaza scored the lowest on the Retrofitability Score giving it the lowest potential for
redevelopment of all study areas. The physical geography of the space places many limitations
on area-wide interventions to improve connectivity. However, the City of Hamilton should still
consider University Plaza itself for potential future redevelopment, albeit at a lower priority than
the two other locations. Future redevelopment should focus on higher density mixed use
developments, encouraging housing and services that cater to the nearby university and student
population, reducing excess on-site parking, and providing improved internal pedestrian
connections.
Recommendation #2: Change the zoning of University Plaza to “Mixed Use – High
Density.”
Unlike the other study sites, the current zoning at University Plaza does not allow for noncommercial uses. With the current zoning designation of Arterial Commercial, the City is
limiting innovative and flexible development from occurring. Re-zoning the site to “Mixed Use
– High Density” would be a prerequisite for the type of redevelopment outlined in
Recommendation #1.

5.2 Lime Ridge Mall
Recommendation #1: Intensify and retrofit surface parking spaces at Lime Ridge Mall.
Lime Ridge Mall has the second greatest potential for redevelopment. One of its greatest assets
for future redevelopment is the large amount of underused parking surrounding the mall.
Surface parking consumes an overwhelming proportion of the total site area, which is neither an
efficient nor effective use for this space. Developable land can be reclaimed and repurposed
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through the construction of multi-level
parking structures to consolidate parking.
Multi-level

parking

structures

could

maintain the same amount of parking
while freeing up space for more desirable
uses, such as the addition of mixed-use
developments and multi-use pathways. In
addition, suburban malls tend to possess
far more parking than what is required on
Figure 5-1: Underutilized parking spaces at Lime Ridge Mall (photo a regular basis, so the transition to
taken by author on October 12, 2014).

parking structures could be coupled with

an overall reduction in available parking (Shoup, 1991; Talen 2012). The residual lot space could
be retrofitted into small perimeter blocks containing infill structures (see Figure 5-2). These
structures should include: a diversity of uses, a high density of residents and jobs; and plazas or
other open spaces.

Figure 5-2: Potential intensification of a suburban mall (Tachieva, 2010, p. 132).
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Recommendation #2: Improve connectivity by introducing new streets and
intersections.
Connectivity issues in the Lime Ridge Mall area could be resolved by strategically creating new
road segments. Culs-de-sac in the subdivisions flanking the mall can be improved by either
joining culs-de-sac together to allow through traffic or by extending a cul-de-sac to a nearby
street (see Figure 5-3). Extensions should be designed to both improve connectivity within the
subdivisions and increase connectivity
with the encircling collector and arterial
streets. The mall itself will require new
streets on site in order to accommodate
the

perimeter

blocks

from

Recommendation #1. These new on-site
connections

should

be

pedestrian

friendly, allowing safe and easy access
from adjacent properties and within the
site itself. While the eastern subdivision
has limited connections to the adjacent
mall, the land between the two is a
narrow hydro corridor right-of-way
which eliminates the possibility of
introducing new streets.
Figure 5-3: Linking culs-de-sac to improve connectivity and extend the
street network (Tachieva, 2010, p. 254).

5.3 Eastgate Square
Recommendation #1: Prioritize Eastgate Square and the surrounding area as areas for
long term and large scale retrofitting.
Out of the three case studies, Eastgate Square scored highest on the Retrofitability Score and
thus has the greatest potential for redevelopment. It should be categorized as a high priority
redevelopment area for the City of Hamilton. Its high Retrofitability Score combined with ample
parking area are indicative of a highly supportive environment for retrofitting. Redevelopment
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of Eastgate Square could include: reclaiming excess parking spaces; completing the street grid by
connecting culs-de-sac and creating new roads; and high density, mixed use infilling. Part of the
process could include creating a Community Design Plan (CDP) to better control and direct
future development.
A CDP establishes a vision and planning framework for strategically located areas that are likely
to experience growth and change. They help prepare land for redevelopment by: guiding zoning
changes; informing the look and feel of redevelopment proposals; and identifying necessary
capital projects, like streetscaping and park development
Recommendation #2: Redevelop parking lots at Eastgate Square and surrounding sites.
The Eastgate Square study area possesses
a great deal of parking not only at the
mall, but also at the surrounding strip
malls and big box retailers. Similar to
Recommendation #1 for Lime Ridge
Mall,

parking

on

site

could

be

consolidated into one or more parking
structures to free up land for infill.
Parking on other lots in the study area
may require a different approach. At
smaller scale sites, such as strip malls,
intensifying and consolidating parking is
not possible. For these cases, a portion of
parking

spaces

on

site

could

be

repurposed to extend the strip centre (see
Figure

5-4).

Potential

interventions

include: adding second floor office or Figure 5-4: Potential intensification of a strip mall (Tachieva, 2010,
residential space; installing outdoor p. 269).
seating; and extending structures to the
street to improve frontage.
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Figure 5-5: Underutilized parking at Eastgate Square (photo taken by author on October 12, 2014).

5.4 Light Rail Transit
Mixed use intensification will result in a greater number of people living and working at each
site. The intensification envisioned in these recommendations is pedestrian-friendly with
minimal car dependence. A critical part of reducing car dependence is increasing and improving
alternative modes of transportation. Improving transit accessibility to these sites could draw
residents and businesses to the area.
The currently planned LRT line does not reach any of the study sites. However, both University
Plaza and Eastgate Square are close to the western and eastern terminuses, respectively. While
future extensions to University Plaza and Eastgate Square seem likely based on Metrolinx
documents, no formal commitment has been made (City of Hamilton, 2013a). Similarly, an
eventual second LRT line linking the downtown and the airport, which would stop at Lime
Ridge Mall, has been discussed by Metrolinx and the City (City of Hamilton, 2013a). Certainty of
these extensions could help secure investment for transit-oriented development in and around
the sites.
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6.0 Conclusion
The goal of this research was to determine which of the three suburban commercial centres has
the greatest potential for sprawl repair intervention. The analysis revealed that Eastgate Square
presents the greatest potential. It scored the highest on the Retrofitability Score, largely due to
its abundant campus tissue. Moreover, Eastgate Square and the surrounding properties possess
the highest proportion of land area used for parking and relatively good connectivity. As such,
the City of Hamilton should strongly consider Eastgate Square as a site for redevelopment. Lime
Ridge Mall also presents good potential for successful redevelopment. The mall itself is situated
on large lot with ample parking. However, the surrounding area is far less amenable to
redevelopment than that of Eastgate Mall. Lastly, the analysis revealed that University Plaza is
the poorest candidate for redevelopment. Its physical geography and lack of large campus lots
limit potential redevelopment.
Recommended retrofits derive in part from the strengths and weaknesses revealed by the
analysis. Abundant parking was identified as a key characteristic of both Lime Ridge Mall and
Eastgate Square. Consolidating parking into multi-level parking structures or simply reducing the
amount of available parking provides space for intensification. Poor connectivity was common
deficit among sites, primarily in areas with many single detached homes. In these cases,
recommended interventions could include connecting adjacent culs-de-sac to complete the
street grid. Lastly, the commercial centres examined included no uses beyond their commercial
ones. Retrofitting the existing structure to include residential uses or including them in any new
development on the site could help improve its walkability and sustainability.

6.1 Future Directions
While the Retrofitability Score system produced interesting and practical results, the researcher
believes that it should not be widely adopted yet. At the time of publishing, Johnson’s (2013)
pilot study is the only other application of this tool to a Canadian context. The researcher
recommends further testing and validation by applying the tool to other cities before using it in
an official capacity to inform policy decisions. In that light, the researcher also recommends that
the Retrofitability Score system be exposed to a greater audience of planners to refine and
validate the tool. Including the tool in a land use planning workshop or GIS course at planning
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schools is one recommended method for achieving this. To engage practicing planners, an
OPPI/CIP learning module could focus on the Retrofitability Score.
Future applications of this scoring system would strongly benefit from objective criteria for
interpreting the results. It is challenging to gauge the meaning of a Retrofitability Score without
knowing what constitutes a “good” score. Is there a score above which intervention is warranted
and likely to succeed? Is there a score below which a site’s potential for retrofit is too low to
consider? This might be obtained by calculating Retrofitability Scores for sites where sprawl
repair interventions have been undertaken, both successfully and unsuccessfully. However, given
that the success of such interventions go far beyond the physical criteria that contribute to the
Retrofitability Score, sites used to develop thresholds for the score will need to be carefully
selected to reduce the effects of confounding variables.
It’s important to note that the Retrofitability Score primarily provides a starting point for more
in-depth analysis. It serves this purpose well as it provides a relatively quick assessment and also
allows for direct comparison between multiple sites. An analysis using the Retrofitability Score
should be followed up with more in-depth analyses of the physical environment and the other
factors influencing sprawl repair such as the economic, demographic, policy, and ownership
environments.
The researcher is optimistic that continued refinements to the scoring system could produce a
valuable tool for land use planners. In the long term, municipalities, such as the City of
Hamilton, could expand and refine this method to catalogue multiple sites across a city. It could
even theoretically be applied to all lots in a city and then analyzed to find hotspots of high
redevelopment potential. Incorporating additional factors, such as building age, could further
refine the method. Ultimately expanding this method to a city or regional level could help
contain sprawl and promote sustainable development.
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